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Rural Providers Push Lawmakers To Make Rural Extenders A Priority
The National Rural Health Association is urging congressional leadership to re-authorize the rural extenders that

have traditionally passed along with legislation to patch the Medicare physician payment system. The lobbyists, in an
Oct. 15 letter, reminded lawmakers that four rural extenders have been killed in recent years, and the loss of those pro-
grams weakened rural health care systems, NRHA says.

The NRHA is urging Congress to extend the low-volume hospital adjustment, Medicare dependent hospital program,
rural ambulance payments,
the exceptions process for Medicare therapy caps and the extension of the rural floor on the geographic pricing cost
index. The low-volume hospital adjustment and Medicare dependent hospital program expired on Oct. 1 because they run
on a fiscal year cycle, and the others expire at the end of the year.

Congress created the programs because rural providers face distinct challenges, the NRHA says.
But some lobbyists say that after the recent budget deal, it’s highly likely there will be no Medicare legislation in

2013, including any move to reauthorize the extenders, and Congress will wait until Jan. 15 to patch the Sustainable
Growth Rate (SGR) formula as part of a larger negotiation.

“Because entitlement reforms — including both Medicare and Medicaid — will undoubtedly play such a large role in
the conference committee deliberations, it is highly unlikely Congress would try to separately resolve SGR and other
expiring Medicare programs through a separate, earlier process,” Eric Zimmerman, an attorney with McDermott, Will &
Emery, writes in an analysis. That’s bad news for providers who likely will have to wait weeks before lawmakers act.

David Lee, government affairs and policy manager for NRHA, said it’s difficult for hospitals to plan when some
programs end Oct. 1 but are repeatedly not extended until the end of the year. If SGR is not taken up until Jan. 15, the
added ambiguity of all extenders expiring only increases those difficulties.

Extenders have been chipped away over the last few years, Lee said, and providers worry that more will be dropped
this time. In the letter to lawmakers, the NRHA notes that the hospital wage index modifications and physician fee
schedule mental health add-ons expired within the last few years, and extension of payments for hospitals in low-spend-
ing counties expired after fiscal 2012. The outpatient hold harmless provision — one of the hospitals’ biggest priorities
among the extenders — expired last year, and was not renewed in the fiscal cliff deal.

“The expiration of these programs has left the rural health care delivery system weaker and forced some facilities to
reduce services or staff,” the letter says.

Last year, stakeholders were concerned that the low-volume hospital adjustment and Medicare dependent hospital
program were coming up for reauthorization after already expiring. Earlier this year, House Ways and Means health
subcommittee Chair Kevin Brady (R-TX) said the Medicare dependent hospital classification and low volume adjustment
overlap and hospitals should step forward with proposals to eliminate those inefficiencies.

NRHA has been making the case to lawmakers for making the extenders permanent, Lee says, and the NRHA is
optimistic about the extenders’ chances this year.

Rural health providers continue to be concerned that critical access hospitals could come under fire if the Congress
reforms entitlements or replaces SGR. The Office of Inspector General in August said Medicare and beneficiaries could
save money by decertifying critical access hospitals that are too near each other, and one industry lobbyist said a close
look at critical access status has been coming for some time. The NRHA says the cuts to hospitals could be devastating.

A bipartisan group of senators urged the Senate Finance Committee to not take away the critical access hospital
designations as a way to pay for the SGR replacement it’s developing.

Lee said the extenders need to be passed and hospitals need to keep their current critical access designations. “It
doesn’t work to do an ‘either-or,’ it has to be ‘and’” Lee said. — Michelle M. Stein
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